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Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development—now is

your chance to engage as a Sustainable Traveler!

The Prompt:

You have won an all-expenses-paid trip to the
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where you will go (and why), and describe what steps

you will take to make sure that your travels are truly

sustainable.



What is Sustainable Tourism?
The United Nations has declared 2017 as the InternationalYear of Sustainable Tourism for

Development. The resolution recognizes the importance of international tourism in:

“Fostering better understanding among peoples everywhere, in leading to a greater
awareness of the rich heritage of various civilizations and in bringing about a better
appreciation of the inherent values of different cultures, thereby contributing to the 

strengthening of peace in the world.”

Sustainable tourism has to meet social, cultural, environmental and economic
requirements. Sustainable tourism holds a long-term view, for present and future

generations. It is ethically and socially just, ecologically viable and economically productive.

Well-designed and well-managed tourism can contribute to the three dimensions of
Sustainable Development: Sustainable Economic Development, Sustainable Social

Development, and Sustainable Environmental Development.

Sustainable Tourism…

 Promotes environmental awareness

 Conserves and protects the environment

 Respects wildlife, flora, biodiversity, ecosystems and cultural diversity

 Improves the welfare and livelihoods of local communities

 Promotes local culture and products

 Promotes inclusive and sustainable economic growth

 Creates jobs

 Maximizes social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits while 
minimizing negative impacts
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Guidelines for Travel:

 Protect the environment - keep to footpaths,
don't leave litter or start fires.

 Don't interfere with wildlife - don't scare or feed
the animals.

 Protect resources - don't take too many
showers or use air conditioning.

 Support local communities - stay in locally
owned accommodation and buy produce from local
people.

 Eat local food and drink - avoid products that
have been imported.

 Respect local customs and traditions - some
communities are offended when tourists wear 
inappropriate clothes in religious places, strip off on 
the beach or behave in a rowdy manner. Local people
appreciate tourists who try to learn the language and
show an interest in their culture.



KEY QUESTIONS FOR WRITING
What does sustainable tourism mean to you? What does it mean to be a responsible

tourist?

Which destination did you choose and why? In what ways will you further the goals of

sustainable tourism in this destination?

As a tourist, what kind of alternative transportation methods will you use to decrease

the high levels of CO2 emissions from your travels?

What can you contribute to the communities that you travel to that will have a positive

impact economically, socially, or politically?

What can you learn about the language, culture, history, and politics of a place that will

help to ensure that you are engaging respectfully and with awareness?

What negative effects can tourism have on host 

countries, and what are some ways you can

decrease or even eliminate these effects? 

How can you educate others about sustainability?



KEY TERMS
 Sustainable Development: Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

 Sustainable Tourism: Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and
environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment, and host
communities.

 Responsible Tourism: Responsible tourism is any form of tourism that is undertaken in a more
responsible way.

 Geotourism: Tourism that sustains or enhances the distinctive geographical character of a place—
its environment, heritage, aesthetics, culture, and the wellbeing of its residents.

 Ecotourism: Environmentally responsible travel to natural areas, in order to enjoy, study and
appreciate nature (and any accompanying cultural features), that promotes conservation, has low
visitor impact, and contributes to the socio-economic wellbeing of local populations.

 Cultural Tourism: The subset of tourism concerned with a country or region's culture, specifically the 
lifestyle of the people in a place visited, the history of those people, their art, architecture, religion(s),
and other elements that shape their way of life

 Voluntourism: A form of travel where one volunteers on projects that give back to the community.

 Environmental sustainability : Conserving and managing resources, especially those that are not
renewable or are precious. This requires action to minimize pollution of air, land, and water, and to
conserve biological diversity and natural heritage.

 Economic sustainability: Generating prosperity at different levels of society and addressing the 
benefit of all economic activity. This requires enterprises and activities be maintained in the long-term.

 Socio-cultural sustainability: Supporting social progress, respecting human rights and equal
opportunities for all in society. This requires an equitable distribution of benefits, with a focus on 
alleviating poverty, recognizing and respecting different cultures, and avoiding any exploitation. 

THINK: What Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) can you help to
accomplish on your trip?



Tourism contributes to more that 7% of the world’s employment.

International tourism is the world’s fourth largest export (and the
number 1 export for 60 countries in the world).

Tourism is one of the world’s fastest growing industries.

International tourist arrivals worldwide are expected to increase by 3.3%
a year between 2010 and 2030 to reach 1.8 billion by 2030.

Nearly all tourism is to cultural or natural destinations (a key reason why
sustainability is so important in tourism).

Most visited destinations by international tourist arrivals:

1. France

2. United States

3. Spain

4. China

 Tourism is identified as one of the tools to increase the economic 
benefits to Small Island developing States and least developed countries 
by 2030.

KEY FACTS AND FIGURES



CHOOSEYOUR ADVENTURE

Sustainable Destinations Global Top 100
http://greendestinations.info/top100/

Sustainable Destinations Global Top 100 was created to celebrate
the management efforts of the hundred most sustainable 
destinations on Earth. The Top 100 is the result of open calls in the
social media followed by a selection process involving 30
international sustainable tourism experts. Visiting these destinations
does not make a holiday sustainable. This would require at least the
following main elements:

1) Choose a destination that is accessible from your place of departure by train, bus, ferry or a short flight. And 
in any case, compensate the CO2 emission of your travel.
2) Choose a destination making serious efforts for sustainability; avoid destinations with self-claims on
sustainability that cannot be proved.
3) Choose an accommodation with a low carbon footprint, or an eco-label accommodation.

Below are just a just a few possibilities for your Sustainable Journey—places that have made efforts to 

be more sustainable destinations for tourists. You might select a destination from this list , or feel free

to select another destination of your own choosing.

Australia
Visit Queensland—a state in Australia that has been particularly active in the
development and management of ecotourism, and extend this ideal to a concern
for the sustainability of tourism as a whole. An EcoCertification Programme has 
been strongly supported by Tourism Queensland over the years. A new
participatory relationship has been forged between the Queensland Parks and
Wildlife Service and the tourism industry. The initiative has led to a new and more
effective, efficient and equitable system of managing sustainable tourism in 
Queensland’s protected areas.
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-
programmedev/Making-tourism-more-sustainableENpart2.pdf (page 134); http://www.australia.com/en/places/qld.html

Belize
Earlier this year, Hollywood actor and environmental activist Leonardo DiCaprio
announced plans to create “the world’s most sustainable island resort”, with a
project aiming to lead a new way in eco-tourism and green building. The resort is
set to be ‘Triple Net Zero’ – zero energy, waste and water – and will restore the
island it was built on by replanting mangroves, creating a reef and setting aside half
the island as a wildlife preserve. The luxury resort is due to be opened in 2018 after
the island off the coast of Belize was bought by DiCaprio for $1.75m in 2005.
Explore: http://www.edie.net/news/4/Leonardo-DiCaprio-Blackadore-Caye-
worlds-greenest-island/; http://www.ambergristoday.com/content/stories/2015/
april/07/leonardo-dicaprio-wants-change-world-new-eco-resort-belize; http://
leonardodicaprio.org/

Bulgaria
Bulgaria is a small country with a considerable natural and cultural heritage.
Ecotourism has been defined in Bulgaria as tourism that is based on nature, rural life 
and associated cultural sites and events. It includes an interpretative experience,
benefits conservation and local communities (particularly the rural population), and 
is based primarily on locally owned, small-scale enterprises.
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-
programmedev/Making-tourism-more-sustainableENpart2.pdf (135-138); http://
bulgariatravel.org/



Egypt
Tourism is the largest source of foreign exchange earnings for Egypt,
contributing almost more than 12% to Egypt’s direct and indirect GDP. It is one
of the most dynamic sectors of the economy, generating large numbers of jobs,
with at least 8% of all jobs connected to tourism. Conflict in Egypt and the 
Middle East since the Arab Spring has damaged Egypt’s tourism economy,
which has been a cornerstone to its job market and development for decades.
Egypt has a strong interest in promoting tourism. There is also considerable
interest in ecotourism in Egypt, as a means of diversifying the tourism offer, 
attracting a growing market and satisfying conservation objectives.
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-
programmedev/Making-tourism-more-sustainableENpart2.pdf (144-148); http://www.egypt.travel/

Canada
Canada leads the world with five of the Top 10 places in a National Geographic 
environmental stewardship survey of favorite places to visit. The National
Geographic Society surveyed 200 conservationists, ecologists, geographers,
tourism consultants, and tourism professionals and asked them to rate their
favorite tourist destinations. Rankings were based on environmental and
ecological quality, social and cultural integrity, condition of archaeological,
historic, and current heritage structures, aesthetic appeal, the nature of tourism
development, and, most importantly, the future outlook for the destination in
terms of sustainability. For a quick trip nearby, travel to British Columbia.
Vancouver and Victoria are meccas of ecotourism in all its many guises. From
restaurants that use only locally harvested foods and non-endangered fish to 
enjoying natural, nonpolluting fun by paddling kayaks and hiking through beautiful rainforests, you can enjoy green holidays in
both of these cities without sacrificing any fun or flavor. Many hotels in both cities take green practices so seriously that they've 
almost turned sustainability into a one-upmanship competition.
Explore: http://www.destinationbc.ca/Resources/Implementing-Your-Tourism-Plan/Sustainable-Tourism.aspx; http://
www.frommers.com/destinations/vancouver/690089; http://www.studycanada.ca/english/

Costa Rica
A country with a longstanding emphasis on ecotourism and sustainability in its
approach to tourism markets and products, supported by one of the best
established certification programs and other government led activities. Costa 
Rica covers just 51 thousand square kilometers but is one of the most biodiverse
countries in the world. It receives more than one million international tourists per
year. Costa Rica has made the decision to support sustainable tourism as a policy
to further their economic development. Their National Tourism Development
Plan states: “The concept of sustainability will be the fundamental axis of tourism
activity and will be considered as the main factor characterizing the national
tourism product.” Moreover, the country's slogan resonates with green
sentiment - ‘Costa Rica – No Artificial Ingredient’. 
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-programmedev/Making-tourism-more-
sustainableENpart2.pdf (139-143); http://adventure-costarica.com/travel/sustainable_tourism_costa_rica/sustainable-tourism-in-
action-five-success-stories.pdf (7-24)

Ecuador
Ecuador is a go-to destination for any ecotourist. It is one of the world’s
most biodiverse countries in the world, where you can hear howler monkeys in
the forest, hang out with llamas in the Andes, and see humpback whales along
the coast. Highlights include the Galapagos Islands, which is surrounded by the
second largest marine reserve in the world. For an eco-option, Stay at the Jamu
Lodge, located in the Ecuadorian Amazon, within the Cuyabeno Wildlife
Production Reserve– one of the most important lagoon complexes in Ecuador.
Through community participation and discussions with local environmental
authorities, the lodge was designed to function in harmony with the area’s
biodiversity and to serve as an alternative to traditional tourism offerings. 
Explore: http://adventure-costarica.com/travel/sustainable_tourism_costa_rica/
sustainable-tourism-in-action-five-success-stories.pdf; https://www.ecotourism.org/ecuador



Ghana
Ghana is known for diverse wildlife, old forts and secluded beaches. Coastal
towns contain posubans (native shrines), colonial buildings and castle-
museums that are testimonials to the slave trade.  Ghana West Coast offers 
a 172-kilometre coastline of sandy beaches lined with coconut-palm,
mangrove vegetation, high evergreen forest reserves, diverse wildlife, and a
people whose vibrant culture you can sample in the fishing villages, and 
whose history has left behind world heritage sites. Ghana has made
significant efforts to offer pro-poor and sustainable tourism options,
including investing in community-based tourism enterprises that support
local businesses and industry.
Explore: http://www.ghanawestcoast.com/sustainable_tourism.php; http://www.ghana.travel/

Korea
For over a decade Seoul has been striving to become a greener, more
attractive and user-friendly metropolis. Following on from successful
projects such as the Cheonggyecheon, where an aging elevated highway
was torn down and replaced with a central park and waterway, the city will
unveil in the latter part of 2017 the Seoul Skygarden. This time, the old
highway in question will become the platform on which trees, shrubs and
flowers will be planted to create an arboretum of local species.  South Korea 
has an extensive national park system; the government-run organization
maintains the scenic mountains and the fragile environments of its islands
and coastal locations as well. Seoul has also launched a bicycle program,
building more trails and providing a standardized bike-rental program, and
new tours promote hands-on experiences at local organic farms.
Explore: http://www.lonelyplanet.com/best-in-travel/cities; http://www.frommers.com/destinations/south-korea/planning-a-
trip/sustainable-travel--ecotourism; http://english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/index.kto

The Maldives
The Maldives are some of the most threatened islands in the world when it
comes to climate change and rising sea levels. So, luxury tour operator
Soneva recently implemented a series of sustainability initiatives at its
resorts in the Maldives. The resort added a 2% environmental levy to guests’
bills, raising around $5.7m towards environmental projects which will offset 
a million tonnes of CO2 over seven years. The resort also reduced carbon
emissions by banning imported water in 2008 and producing all required
drinking water on site, avoiding the carbon cost of importing bottled water
and saving 900,000 plastic bottles.
Explore: http://www.pri.org/stories/2012-01-27/maldives-looking-carbon-neutrality-2020; http://www.visitmaldives.com/en

Mexico
Tourism is a high priority for the Mexican government. Its National Tourism
Program clearly highlights that tourism should provide one of the prime
examples of balanced regional development. An Environmental Quality
certification program for tourism enterprises has been established and 
certificates have been awarded, principally to hotels but also to other 
enterprises such as marinas and attractions. Travel to Mexica through
Journey Mexico– an organization that is committed to environmentally
responsible travel that promotes conservation, has low negative visitor
impact, and provides for beneficially active socioeconomic involvement of 
local populations. Journey Mexico regularly collaborates with some of the
finest conservation, sustainable development, and educational institutions to operate sustainable and memorable conservation, 
philanthropic, and educational travel experiences in Mexico.
Explore: https://www.ecotourism.org/mexico; http://www.journeymexico.com/about/sustainable-tourism



New Zealand
Visit Kaikoura on the South Island of New Zealand—a small rural town in a natural
setting that receives large volumes of nature-based tourists and has taken a
number of steps to reduce the impact of tourism on the environment and on the
whole community. Kaikoura has the certifications to back up its achievements as a 
sustainable tourist destination. Over the last five years, the District Council, local 
businesses and the local community have been working together on a number of
environmental management initiatives, which are also seen as bringing social and
economic benefit. Rather than focusing specifically on tourism, these initiatives are 
aimed at improving the overall environmental management of Kaikoura, but
tourism stakeholders are seen as primary participants and beneficiaries of this. 
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-programmedev/Making-tourism-more-
sustainableENpart2.pdf (157-161); http://www.kaikoura.co.nz/; http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-business/

Nepal
Even natural disasters can’t keep Nepal down for long. The 2015 earthquakes
caused devastation, but what is most striking from a traveler's perspective is not
how much was lost but how much remains. Landmark temples crumbled, but
others came through with just the odd tile out of place, and whole swathes of the
country escaped serious damage, including most of the popular trekking trails.
Nepal has all the skills required to repair monuments and infrastructure, but what
it does need is income. By visiting Nepal now and supporting local culture and
people, you could help a nation rebuild and bounce back even stronger. The
Marketing Assistance to Nepal for Sustainable Tourism Products (MAST-Nepal) was developed to expand business opportunities
for tourism entrepreneurs in Nepal by linking them to the European sustainable tourism market and in doing so, increase benefits 
to the poor and minimize environmental and socio-cultural damage related to tourism activities.
Explore: http://www.unep.fr/shared/publications/pdf/DTIx1060xPA-MASTNepal.pdf; http://www.welcomenepal.com/

The Philippines
Enveloped within an otherworldly landscape of sea and jungle, the Philippines is a
dream destination for many ecotourists. Like in many other smaller countries,
ecotourism activities are often handled on the local level. That is, local governing
bodies create specific rules, regulations, tours, and managers for specific areas. For 
the people of the rural Philippines, this has been a major economic boon. This is
because many of these local governing bodies require that tourists hire local guides
to take them into protected local areas. These measures are put in place to help
ensure that the local community gets its fair share of all monies earned by the use
of their traditional lands. This also helps to make sure that very strict ethics are
followed in relation to how tourists interact with the land. After all, these local villagers also use this land for agricultural and
other resources, so they are intrinsically bound to protect its health.
Explore: http://www.internationalwildlifelaw.org/phil_animal_act.html; https://www.lonelyplanet.com/philippines

Mongolia
For even the most seasoned travelers, Mongolia remains one of the world’s last
real frontiers. Endless sky and open space are about the only constants as one
travels through the country’s varied landscapes. Whether it’s the crystal-clear
waters of the Northern lakes, the windswept dunes of the Gobi desert, or the
expansive grasslands of the Eastern Steppe, nature exists here at both its most
extreme and its most serene. An ideal base for your Mongolian adventures is the
Three Camel Lodge, a luxury eco-lodge situated in the heart of the Gobi. Built
beside a rock outcrop bearing ancient petro glyphs, the lodge is powered entirely
by solar and wind energy; the lodge serves as a base for scientific research and 
wildlife monitoring, and actively fights against animal poaching; moreover, owners of the lodge have planted over 6,000 native 
plants throughout the camp, have committed to protecting nearby rivers and water sources, and have adopted a variety of green
practices in order to conserve precious resources.
Explore: http://www.threecamellodge.com/about-us/sustainability/; http://www.threecamellodge.com/wp-content/themes/
three-camel-lodge/library/images/press/luxury-portfolio-magazine-2012.pdf; http://www.lonelyplanet.com/best-in-travel/



South Africa
The government of South Africa has committed to transforming tourism, with a
clear policy focus: widening the base of tourism, making it more equitable and
opening opportunities for previously disadvantaged people. The value of such
an approach to the performance and standing of tourism as a whole can also be
seen. A Global Competitiveness Study indicated the potential benefits to the 
tourism sector arising from transformation, such as introducing innovation,
providing a broader range of products, offering an authentic South African 
experience, stimulating growth and spreading economic benefit across the 
nation.
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-programmedev/Making-tourism-more-
sustainableENpart2.pdf (162-166); http://country.southafrica.net/country/us/en/

Scotland
Scotland has a high quality natural environment, which surveys have repeatedly
indicated is the main reason why visitors choose the country as a holiday
destination. Over 215,000 jobs in Scotland are supported by tourism. The Green
Tourism Business Scheme is a key instrument in achieving greater sustainability
in Scotland’s tourism. There is also a voluntary environmental certification 
scheme for tourism enterprises established by VisitScotland. There are over 600
establishments in the scheme, including accommodation and visitor attractions.
Explore: https://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/PDF/policyinterventions-
programmedev/Making-tourism-more-sustainableENpart2.pdf (172-175);
https://www.visitscotland.com/

Switzerland
It is well known that the Swiss are particularly sustainable: consistent recycling,
rigid exhaust emissions standards, good waste management, carefully
controlled landscape planning and strict conditions for construction projects are
just part of our every day life. Numerous environmentally conscious activities are
possible in Switzerland (e.g. assisting with landscape projects, Segway and E-
Bike tours etc.) You can take a hiking vacation through the tour company
Alpinewild and enjoy a vacation while respecting the local culture and
environment. Sustainable tourism provides support for Alpine communities and
traditional cultures without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs. Alpinewild works closely with local tourism agencies to
promote programs such as farm stays and agritourism programs.
Explore: ŚƩ Ɖ͗ ͬ ͬ ǁ ǁ ǁ ͘ ŵǇƐǁ ŝƚǌĞƌůĂŶĚ͘ ĐŽŵ ͬ ĞŶ-ƵƐͬ ŵĞĞƟŶŐƐͬ ŝŶĨŽ-about-switzerland/sustainability-at-switzerland-ĐŽŶǀ ĞŶƟŽŶ-

Zanzibar
On the eastern side of the massive continent of Africa lies a beautiful sub-
country that is often overlooked by the west: Zanzibar. Having once held a
prominent and distinct position in the spice trade, the beautiful island of
Zanzibar is a must-see destination for all those wishing to experience the
diverse beauty and wonders of east Africa. With the rise of ecotourism, places
like Zanzibar have become a hub for travelers looking to embrace local customs
and culture without leaving behind a significant—or potentially negative—
impact on the places they’ve visited. Travel with the Tour Company Colors of
Zanzibar; their tours aim to have as small negative impact on environment as
possible, and as positive impact on society as possible. They work only with
local guides and organize activities at the village level to ensure that money spent by tourists is spread across local economies.
Explore: http://www.colorsofzanzibar.com/sustainable-tourism/; http://www.divergenttravelers.com/flighthub-sustainable-
tourism-zanzibar/



LEARN MORE
READ MORE

How to Travel the Earth And Protect It, Too
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/04/21/
travel/24ecotourism-environment-travel-spread.html?_r=0

So you want to see the world without messing it up? The New
York Times asked experts at leading environmental groups
how they approach travel. Here’s their guide to traveling while
keeping your footprint light.

Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform: Sustainable
Tourism
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/topics/
sustainabletourism
Explore the development of various platforms around
sustainable tourism, along with its current definition.

Definitions of Sustainable Tourism
http://www.sustainabletourism.net/sustainable-tourism/
definitions/
Definitions of Sustainable Tourism; Responsible Tourism; 
Ecotourism; Geotourism; Voluntourism; and more.

What is Sustainable Tourism?
http://www.nfi.at/dmdocuments/
NachhaltigerTourismus_EN.pdf
Learn about the history of sustainable tourism, and the various
phases that the tourism industry has gone through to get
where we are today.

Sustainable Tourism: Ecotourism
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/
sustainability/sustainable_tourism_rev3.shtml
The BBC’s guidelines for how ecotourists should behave when
visiting fragile environments.

Resources for Teachers

The Value of Thoughtful Travel featuring Rick Steves
https://www.world-affairs.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Rick-Steves-Web-Packet-with-Cover-FINAL.pdf
Global Classroom’s 88-page curricular resource packet “The Value of Thoughtful Travel” features an extensive listing of travel
and work opportunities and other resources relating to the importance of ethical and conscientious travel. The resource packet
also features a special section on teaching the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

Tourism Teacher Resources
https://www.lessonplanet.com/lesson-plans/tourism/all
Dozens of worksheets, PowerPoints, lesson plans, and full unit plans on tourism, appropriate for a variety of age levels and
teaching subjects.

Teacher and Learning for A Sustainable Future A multimedia teacher education program
http://www.unesco.org/education/tlsf/mods/theme_c/mod16.html
Five modules with classroom activities for exploring tourism and the various issues around the industry. The Objectives: (1) To
appreciate the benefits and problems arising from various forms of tourism, especially in terms of social equity and the 
environment; (2) To develop a critical awareness of the ways in which tourism can enhance the welfare of people and protect our
natural and cultural heritage; (3) To promote a personal commitment to forms of tourism that maximize rather than detract from
sustainable human development and environmental quality; and (4) To plan ways of teaching about sustainable tourism.

WATCH MORE

2017 International Year of Sustainable Tourism for
Development (1:37 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqkbdEVXzWE
A video promoting Sustainable Tourism from the World
Tourism Organization at the United Nations.

Principles of sustainable tourism (1:20 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT6P2N_x-Mc
An animated video that clearly outlines the core principles of
sustainable tourism. Appropriate for younger viewers.

TEDxRainier - Rick Steves: The Value of Travel
(21:34mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYXiegTXsEs

After spending 4 months a year for the last 30 years living out
of a suitcase, Rick Steves reflects on the value of thoughtful 
travel. Sharing lessons learned from Iran to El Salvador and
from India to Denmark, Steves tells why spending all that time
and money away from home has broadened his perspective,
enriched his life, and made it clear to him, as he says in his
talk, "Fear is for people who don't get out very much."

Tourism Benefits Everyone, Everywhere, Everyday (2:53)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyVI2tiRBeE
An appeal for developing the tourism industry in the U.K. in
order to advance Britain’s economy, create jobs, and generate
income.

Travel Foundation: Sustainable Tourism (6:07)
https://vimeo.com/29427497
The Travel Foundation discusses the importance of

sustainable tourism for development, and what sustainable
tourism looks like.


